Town of Manchester
Voting Safety Plan

Polling Places

All tabulators and voting equipment will be sanitized prior to Election Day.

All polling sites will be setup and sanitized prior to Election Day.

All polling places will be setup in large school gyms to allow for maximum social distancing of poll workers and voters.

All doors will remain open to minimize touching by voters.

In addition to the usual polling place signage, signs requesting social distancing and face masks will be posted.

Indicators on the floor will assist the voters of social distancing and walking directions.

All poll workers will be provided and required to wear face covering and disposable gloves.

All voters and visitors will be required to wear face coverings in the building.

The moderator/AR table, IVS table, checker tables and tabulator(exit) will have hand sanitizer and cleaning wipes available.

Moderator/AR and checker tables will have Plexiglas sneeze guards separating voters and poll workers.

Moderator/AR and checker tables will be doubled up or will have social distancing indicators on the floor.

Voter will show ID’s in front of Plexiglas. Checkers will not handle voter ID’s

Voters will be encouraged to bring their own pens.

Ballot marking pens will be available at checker table and sanitized after each use.

Privacy booths and all tables will be periodically sanitized throughout the day by custodians or outside cleaning contractors.
Poll workers will be asked to utilize personal cellphones when contacting ROV office on Election Day.

**Centralized AB counting location**

Centralized AB counting will be setup in a large room to allow for social distancing. All equipment in the AB counting area will be sanitized. All AB counters will be provided and required to wear face covering and disposable gloves. All AB counting tables and moderator table will have hand sanitizer and cleaning wipes available. AB counting will be done over multiple days, if allowed. This will help in social distancing and interaction.